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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY
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Since its founding in 1995, the Animal Rescue Foundation 

(ARF) of Mobile has strived to be a more humane alternative 

to the traditional model of animal shelters. ARF helps to 

control the population of animals in the Mobile area through 

various non-lethal methods, while helping connect their 

animals with loving homes and foster care. 

   

While the organization has managed to keep up its daily 

operations, the number of reliable partners that work with ARF 

is limited to about 30 consistent volunteers and a small 

number of donors. In order to increase both the number of 

volunteers and donors, Magnolia Media has developed the 

Hand in Paw Campaign. 

The Hand in Paw Campaign is an acknowledgment that all 

animals are important and deserve to be treated with respect. 

It is an appeal to the citizens of the Mobile community to help 

save the lives of these animals, and help organizations (ARF, 

specifically) working to aid animals in need. After 

implementing and completing the campaign, our goal is to 

encourage people to lend a helping hand, increase awareness 

of ARF and to motivate them to get involved with the 

organization.  



THE CHALLENGE

Campaign Goal

Campaign Objectives

The primary goal of The Hand in Paw Campaign is to increase ARF's 

volunteer and donor retention.

Increase the volunteer base by 33% while maintaining current 

volunteers 

Increase volunteer and donor base by 33% within 12 months

Increase overall awareness of ARF  
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SITUATION

ANALYSIS
The Animal Rescue Foundation of Mobile does not have an issue 

recruiting volunteers, but they do have a problem retaining them. 

According to ARF representative, Dr. Ortell, ARF has over 500 

volunteers on the books, but only about 30 come in regularly. 

This puts a strain on the ones that come in consistently and 

makes it harder to get important jobs done.  

ARF also has expressed a need to grow their donor base to help 

with various expenses, including the eventual purchase of a new 

facility. Again, according to Dr. Ortell, they usually do not have a 

problem with receiving donations when they go out and ask. 

However, there is not a solid plan in place when it comes to 

approaching local businesses. 

When it comes to volunteers and donors, ARF has several 

opportunities to reach the overall goal of recruitment and 

retention. The first is to target college students, as many are 

looking for ways to get involved in the community and add 

experience to their resumes. The second is that ARF could 

benefit from an extensive marketing plan and optimized social 

media presence. 
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THE RESEARCH

Being a younger volunteer is positively correlated 

with higher levels of values and reasons for 

volunteering that are self-focused (Briggs, Peterson,

Gregory, 2009)

Secondary research shows... 
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According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the volunteer rate has 

slightly declined for the year 2015, and animal shelters have the second 

lowest percentage of involvement

Per the same source, the average volunteer is a white female between 

the ages of 25 and 34.

Women ages 16 to 22 also have a high volunteer rate, but their 

indefinite commitment causes them to volunteer sporadically (Ortell, 

2017)

The key to retaining donors is to ensure they feel a satisfaction from their

collaboration with the charity

According to Dr. Ortell, businesses in the medical or animal care field 

are very consistent donors (Ortell, 2017).



Volunteer Survey Results
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Hours for Org. 
14%

Internship 
27%

Resume 
31%

Other 
10% School Credit 

18%

What would encourage you 
to volunteer at a 

nonprofit the most?

Would you be more inclined 
to volunteer if you identify 

with the purpose of the 
nonprofit?

We distributed physical and online surveys to gauge what motivates our 

target audience to volunteer. These were our findings: 

Is distance a determining 
factor when deciding 

if you will volunteer for 
a nonprofit organization?

No 
3%

Doesn't Matter 
18%

Yes 
79%

No 
14%

Not Sure 
13%

Yes 
73%
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Not in Budget 
69%

Unsure of How 
8%

Other 
15%

Lack of Interest 
8%

Shelters 

22%

Health-Related 

25%

Youth Centers 

22%

Military/Veteran 

20%

Animal Rescue 

11%

Supplies 

35%

Time 

21%

Money 

44%

If you aren't interested in 
donating to a non-profit 

organization, which answer 
choice best explains why?

Which of the following 
would you be more inclined 

to donate to?

We also distributed physical and online surveys to gauge what motivates our 

target audience to donate. These were our findings:

If asked to donate to a 
nonprofit, what type of 

donation would you be more 
inclined to give?

Donor Survey Results



KEY

PUBLICS

Jessica
19-26 years old 

College student

Very involved on campus and passionate 

about her interests

Motivations for volunteering include lines on 

resume and/or school credit

Mary
65-75 years old, and retired 

Middle-class

Lives in Saraland, AL

Has ample free time on her hand

Enjoys donating to causes she feels are worthy

Dr. John
45-55 year old physician 

Lives in the Springhill area

Enjoys donating to various causes

Really loves to have his practice's name on the 

back of t-shirts

Example profiles of people who would be the best recipients to 
messages about volunteering and donating.
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VOLUNTEER 
STRATEGIES & TACTICS

The following strategies and 
tactics will be used to reach 

potential volunteers:

11

Facebook 
Instagram
Blog



Primary
Message
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Secondary 
Message

ARF is in great need of a helping 
hand. By volunteering with ARF, 

you will not only make a 
difference in the life of an animal, 

but your own as well.

Approximately 7.6 million com- 
panion animals enter shelters each 

year. Volunteers are needed to take 
care of these animals, yet ARF has 

only 30 that show regularly.

Primary and Secondary 
Messages for Volunteers



Why?
According to the Pew Research Center (2016), "Roughly eight-in-ten 

online Americans (79 percent) now use Facebook, a 7-percentage-point 

increase from a survey conducted at a similar point in 2015." The 

information gathered by the Pew Research Center shows more 

specifically that, "88 percent of online adults ages 18-29 use Facebook, 

72 percent of online adults ages 50-64 use Facebook, and some 62 

percent of online adults ages 65 and older now use Facebook, which is 

a 14-point increase from the 48 percent that reported doing so in 2015." 

What?
Daily posts - According to nonprofithub.org, "A good rule of thumb for 

posts per day is no less than one, no more than two." 

Photos of animals and volunteers at the shelter.

Photos of animals that are available for adoption.

Photos of recently adopted animals with their new families.

Information on all ARF events including adoptions, the Wiggle Waggle 

Walk, Woofstock, etc.

Who?
We understand that while Facebook is "free advertising," it would still cost 

ARF manpower. By recruiting a volunteer to handle social media, they 

would be taking away from helping around the shelter. Our thoughts to 

solve this issue include hiring a social media intern. Our survey results 

show that college students would be more willing to volunteer if they were 

to receive college credit or job experience out of volunteering.
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Instagram 
Why?
According to the Pew Research Center (2016), 59% of online adults 

ages 19-29 are on Instagram. With that being said, ARF could 

convince these young adults through daily posts to volunteer with the 

foundation. 

What?
Daily posts 

Photos of animals and volunteers

Photos of animals available for adoption

Photos of recently adopted animals with their new families

Up-to-date information on all ARF events

Photos and updated stories of animals that are brought to the shelter

Facts and memes on why it is better to adopt

#HandinPaw Photo Campaign

Who?
We propose that ARF use the existing social media intern. Thus, no 

one working directly with the animals will be taken from their duties.
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The Hand in Paw photo campaign would be used to spread awareness 

and direct more traffic to ARF's social media accounts. ARF would start 

the online movement by posting a photo of a human hand holding a cat 

or dog paw, using the hashtag #HandinPaw, in the caption. They would 

also challenge three of their followers to follow suit and post a similar 

picture, also tagging it with #HandinPaw. Just by asking our friends and 

family, we have already collected over 30 hand in paw photos. These 

pictures are included in the following pages. 

#HandinPaw Photo Challenge 
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#HandinPaw Photo Challenge 
We explained to family and friends what the Hand in Paw campaign 

means. If they agreed with the cause, we asked that they simply take a 

picture showing solidarity. Needless to say, the results were adorable.
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Why?
According to the Marketing Insider Group (2016), "Facebook posts 

with 40 characters or less receive 86 percent more engagement 

compared to longer posts." It is difficult to tell the story of an animal or 

volunteer in that small amount of characters. This is why Magnolia 

Media would suggest that ARF attempt to reach potential volunteers 

ages 19-29 through blog posts shared on social media platforms like 

Facebook and Instagram.

What?
Written and distributed once a month, so as to not overwhelm our 

readers. 

Photos and full stories of animals taken in by ARF.

Success stories of ARF animals that have found their forever homes.

Recap of ARF events including adoptions, the Wiggle Waggle 

Walk, Woodstock, etc.

Who?
The aforementioned social media interns would also be the 

volunteers to write these posts. We understand that it may be easy

for them to become overwhelmed. However, these blog posts only 

need to be written once a month, and the interns can take turns 

writing them so they all receive the experience.
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DONOR STRATEGIES 
& TACTICS

Facebook 
Newsletters
Face-to-face interaction
Lagniappe advertisements

The following strategies 
and tactics will be used to 

reach potential donors:

19



Primary
Message
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Secondary 
Message

Lend a helping hand to ARF by 
donating. In doing so, you will help 

improve the lives of multiple 
animals and make your 

community a better place.

As a 501(c)(3) organization, ARF 
relies heavily on donations. All pets 
up for adoption have been.micro- 
chipped, spayed/neutered, and are 
up-to-date on shots. All of which 

is not free.

Primary and Secondary 
Messages for Donors



Why?

What?

Who?

According to the Pew Research Center (2016), “84 percent of online 

adults ages 30-49 use Facebook, 72 percent of online adults ages 50- 

64 use Facebook, and again, 62 percent of online adults ages 65 and 

older are also on Facebook.” With these statistics in mind, we believe 

Facebook is a great platform to get information out to ARF’s target 

publics.   

• Daily posts 

• Photos of animals and volunteers 

• Special thank you messages to donors 

• Information on the need for ARF 

• Easy-to-follow instructions on how to donate to ARF 

• What type of items/donations ARF could use aside from monetary          

  donations

The previously mentioned social media interns would be responsible 

for these posts. They could be trained on how to schedule posts as 

well, so they do not have to actually come in and post every single day 

if they are not able to.
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E-mail 
Newsletters

Why?
According to Target Marketing Magazine, “42 percent of recipients read 

or scan direct mail pieces. That means that nearly half of your target 

audience is actually stopping, for a few seconds, to read your 

message." Based on this research, we would receive a greater 

response when sending our information via direct email. The 

newsletters would also be another way for us to show donors what their 

money is going to.  

• Sent quarterly, so as to not bombard our subscribers with too many emails 

• Collect email addresses from the Wiggle Waggle Walk registration forms 

• Include an unsubscribe button at the bottom of every email 

• Stories on specific animals available for adoption 

• Success stories of recently adopted animals 

• What is going on around ARF 

• Plans to improve ARF, and how donations can help

What?

Who?
These email newsletters will also be written by social media interns with 

the help and final approval of an ARF board member. We understand that 

this seems like a lot of work, but as mentioned above, the newsletters will 

be sent out quarterly. Since the newsletters are not sent out that often, the 

interns should not feel too overwhelmed.
22



Face-to-Face 
Interaction

According to the Entrepreneur (2014), “The most effective way to 

ask for donations is face to face.” With this research in mind, 

Magnolia Media would suggest that ARF recruit potential donors, 

through face-to-face meetings, to donate items or funds to the 

Animal Rescue Foundation. Dr. Ortell also mentioned in her 

initial meeting with us that ARF usually receives something in 

return when they actually go out and ask for support.

Why?

What?
Spend time researching local businesses, and decide who would 

be best to approach

Contat local businesses, and ask if they would be willing to meet 

with a representative from ARF

Meet with local businesses to discuss the possibility of a 

partnership or donations

Who?
The communication interns would be responsible for researching 

local businesses and establishing a list of possible donors. They 

would then relay this list to ARF board members, and the board 

members would be the ones to reach out and meet with the local 

businesses.   
23



Lagniappe 
Advertisements

According to the demographics on their website, The Lagniappe 

Weekly distributes 30,000 papers at over 1300 locations each 

week. “The latest 2016 Scarborough Research shows the 

Lagniappe Weekly has 83,245 readers each issue, and 146,065 

readers over six months.” With that being said, it would be 

beneficial for the Animal Rescue Foundation to advertise in this 

publication.  

Why?

What?

Who?
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We would run four advertisements, one right before the Wiggle 

Waggle Walk and three before Woofstock. In order to pay for 

these ads, we would raise the registration fee of the Wiggle 

Waggle Walk from $25 to $30. After looking up the prices for 

other local races, we have found that the majority of 5k’s and 1- 

mile fun runs are priced anywhere from $20-$30. Therefore, we 

do not believe raising the price by $5 would deter any supporters 

from participating.  

Magnolia Media has already created two advertisements that 

ARF could run, or they could have their volunteers and/or interns 

design something else. The advertisements we created are 

included in the following pages   
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Lagniappe Ad
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Lagniappe Ad



THE CALENDAR
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THE BUDGET

Lagniappe Ads 

86%

FB Analytics 

14%
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Overall Budget: $2,240 
...but don't be alarmed!
Although this sounds like a lot to 

simply throw into a campaign, 

 we've come up with ways to 

offset the expenses making it 

essentially no cost to you! To use 

a Facebook profile that can 

report daily analytics (six-month 

subscription) costs $360. 

Additionally, to run four 

advertisements in the Lagniappe 

over a six month period would be 

$1800. By increasing the Wiggle 

Walk registration from $25 to 

$30, the cost will be covered.



THE EVALUATION
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Objective One
Increase the volunteer base by 33% while maintaining current volunteers.

Criteria
Volunteer reviews on Facebook must have a rating of 5 or higher 

by October 1, 2017 (6 months). 

Tool
Distribute questionnaire on volunteers' experience at ARF. 

How to measure The Hand in Paw 
Campaign's success:



Objective Three
To increase overall awareness of ARF.

Criteria
30% of our volunteer public will know about ARF's contributions to 

the community by May 1, 2018.

Tool
Determine progress with an interim survey by October 2017. Finalize 

survey by May 1, 2018.
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Objective Two
Increase volunteer and donor base by 33.3% within 12 months.

Criteria
50% of volunteers suggest to others that ARF is a good place to 

volunteer by May 1, 2018 (one year after the campaign begins).

Tool
Design a questionnaire that measures both the progress of 

volunteering and donating.

THE EVALUATION
continued...


